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A quintessential modernist pied-a-terre on coveted West Sea Level Drive, a private gated street, with only 12 homes in the Broad Beach 
community. Just steps to sandy Lechuza Beach – one of the most scenic, secluded spots in all of Malibu. With clean lines, subtle massing and 
sculpted exterior, built and curated as the architect, Davida Rochlin, AIA’s own home and designed in harmony with its natural setting, this is a 
one-of-a-kind opportunity that took 5 years to work through regulatory challenges and construction. With sustainable/green elements, features 
include soaring ceilings, warm flagstone and Ipe floors, fitted vertical grain Fir cabinetry/millwork, and crisp white walls, providing comfortable 
daylight-infused living spaces within the envelope of the Post & Beam vernacular. Floor-to-ceiling windows, open concept great room/kitchen/
dining and guest bath comprise the first floor. Ascend the second level to a large master providing wrap around windows, terrace with ocean 
views, plus beautiful bathroom with tile, stone and organic materials perfect for seaside living, and adjacent second bedroom.  Drought tolerant 
meadow landscaping and adjacent Encinal Canyon with seasonal creek and estuary, provide extra openness and privacy. Outdoor shower 
and single car garage with 2nd car-lift parking. Plans/permit pending (not issued; not guaranteed) at City for Jr. ADU (garage conversion) 
as additional possible 150 s.f. bedroom/study/den/media room with access to the adjacent bath. A rare offering, a minute to shopping at 
Trancas’ Village Grocer’s Market and at a price point where run of the mill condos dominate. All this on the ocean side of PCH! Bring your 
sandals, a book....or an umbrella and enjoy this very special lifestyle offering. 
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